
Rehash St V and Vege’s run 22 Apr. Photo's posted below. 
 
Superb night on the sea front. Drizzly but fine and cold but warmish night for it. St V has the 
ideal sleepout for the hash to gather in and so a hardy few gathered there and swapped lies 
while St V’s offspring handed out easter eggs to one and all. Before the run, Labrat received her 
301 run hip flask from which we found later she drank NOTHING!!!! 
 
Out on the run, which turned out to be a cracker, round and about up along the estuary with a 
bit of water to get Vasie in moaning form, while Skids, fresh from her west coast cycling odyssey 
chivvied Brick on through the gloom. The FRB’s, Dogs n Fingers disappeared but went on a loop 
of a run walkers split to end back at the split start just as the walkers ( who were fair motoring in 
the cold and rain) reached it.  
 
Back out into the streets and the pack had in mind that the PS would be back home but it was 
not to be. While looking for trail Dagy strayed too near a car that had a horse in it ( you had to 
be there) which caused him to soil himself which in turn caused Labrat and Skidz to wet 
themselves…..again, you had to be there. After that the pack stood outside one of Fingers’ 
nephews home braying like banshees but with no response before trail was called and a piss 
stop eventually found. 
On again and another piss stop eventually by the pier that was lit up with a rainbow of colour. 
By this time the rain was bucketing down so I grabbed a few buckets and sold them outright to 
the council for half a crown! 
At this stage an on home was called with Dogs and Dags in deep conversation about nothing at 
all took the scenic and very long way home. 
 
Fines and everyone was, especially Labrat and St V and Vege. Bagshag was very quiet in the 
background so fined for that. Vege got the POTW back after discarding them weeks ago and 
leaving it up to St V to post them to Dagy??? 
A feast of vast proportions was then served up and it was superb. Thanks to St V and his family 
and to Vege and Margaret. 
 
 

             
 


